GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

No.TCR/1017/2009/6
New Delhi, dated 04.09.2010

The Chief Commercial Manager
Northern Railway, New Delhi
South Central Railway, Secunderabad
Central Railway, Mumbai

SUB: Grant of relaxation in distance to regularize the undercharges of ₹5.29 crore.

REF: NR’s letter No.1974-R/Trainload/DP/2008/1 dated 09/10.05.2010

In terms of Board’s letter of even number dated 29.07.2009, one time relaxation was granted in the distance of 0.5 km beyond 200 km in respect onion traffic booked to two point combinations from different stations of Bhusaval and Solapur division to regularize trainload benefit and an amount of ₹5.29 crore outstanding at different stations of Bhusaval and Solapur divisions, as a result of debit raised by NR Audit branch and later on by Accounts branch of Central Railway.

Northern Railway has reported that an amount of ₹2311837 is still lying outstanding against Nagarsol station of South Central for the same case. Since these undercharges against Nagarsol station has already been included in the amount of ₹5.29 crore already sanctioned for write off by Board, the undercharges of ₹2311837 outstanding against Nagarsol station of South Central Railway may also be treated as written off.

This issues with the concurrence of Finance Directorate of Ministry of Railways.

(Aashima Mehrotra)
Joint Director, Traffic Commercial(Rates)
Railway Board

FA & CAOs, NR, SCR & CR
Dy. C & AG(Railways), Room No.222, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi

for Financial Commissioner(Railways)

Copy to: TC(CR), TC-IV, F(C) and Accounts-II branches of Railway Board